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I like zero with a line through it, also seven: 7 doesn't take much to excite me anymore.  

A reader asks GREAT questions, which require more than a response to a comment.  

1) What does your craft's propulsion system look like? 

2) Could you break it down into its main parts? 

3) How is the system powered? 

4) And how much power is required to take it from impulse power to Warp factor 9? 

5) What is its fuel source? 

And could you explain it all in terms us humans would be able to interpret and understand?  

 

Responds Zebulon: 

 

"Chuckle have we at your final request, for ask we do which human among you? Desire to 

understand, to learn to understand or understand already, are as varied as human appearances and 

preferences. We shall make this attempt and continue. 

 

These questions essentially ask how interstellar travel is done. We shall answer out of order, and 

leave the bigger response for the end, the quicker answers first. Question four does not apply, 

there are no warp factors or impulse power, interesting as these ideas might seem. Interstellar 

travel is not conducted at varying speeds as is done with travel inside dimensional limits. 

 

Many physical bodies of beings in the galaxy can move between dimensions from which humans 

are restricted or limited. Earth has a species which does this, the main reason such beings are 

impossible to locate or approach after being observed. Mechanical craft or vessels constructed 

for transportation or travel cannot achieve inter-dimensional shifts, only be concealed intra-

dimensionally. Cloaked is your preferred word.  

 

Number five; no fuel is used. The power is magnetism and differentials between fields.  

 

Number one, propulsion devices look like a computer and a human coffee maker. A computer 

can be made to look as you prefer, and miniaturization of circuits onto chips is the only 

consideration. Small size can bring about undesirable effects from heat, as humans have well 

learned. Ability to cool a device larger than microscopic we have achieved, so this point has 

become moot. It is not useful to miniaturize the entire computation device for travel which then 

requires a powerful microscope to examine.  4 or 5 square centimeters of human dimensions is 

sufficient.  

 

Number two, the main parts or pieces of the system are four; 1. Computer 2. power generator, 3. 

magnetism maker and 4. transmission and reception antennae.  

 



Number three, the system is powered by the galaxy's magnetism. 

 

We shall expand for you who wish this, and believe more detail will not move too far ahead. 

 

The properties or characteristics of electricity and resistance apply with magnetism equally; the 

electromotive push or voltage as humans have named it, will act upon a circuit's resistance in 

precisely and exactly the same proportion or percentage as the component or part's resistance 

bears to total voltage and total circuit resistance. 

 

Because magnetic resistance does not exist compared to electricity —electricity is the effect of 

magnetism and flows between physical atoms, versus magnetism which flows through and inside 

them, thus ignores the external chemical properties of each one— resistance to movement 

through physical material, which applies to humans —an effect caused by gravity, the same force 

as magnetism— does not apply.    

 

Absent resistance, movement is achieved with attraction, not propulsion. 

 

The antennae receive Earth's frequency, the computer calculates the route along a magnetic flow 

or flux line, the magnetic potential its length requires for the ship in question to reach velocity, 

the magnets are 'charged' and tuned to the magnetic flux line or curved vector, then activated. 

The ship will reach the desired velocity in a only a few seconds of Earth time, anti-gravity 

devices required for only one or two seconds, to reverse effects of a planet's gravity until the 

effects are escaped.  

 

Visible light speeds are exceeded so gray is observed, if a look is made outside the ship. For this 

reason few external viewports are seen; cameras are far better for this purpose. The science 

fiction human films which show stars passing are not accurate. The ship moves far faster than 

visible light human, our eyes or these organs of any ET ITCC, can detect. 

 

Human study of physics has discovered a body in motion remains in motion, stopped remains at 

rest. Interstellar travel merely requires the travelling vessel to achieve the velocity of the flux line 

it follows, then movement continues without propulsion. 

 

The frequency of Earth is the beacon, and proximity of your planet or any destination is detected 

as the signal strength increases. This signal strength is precise by distance to microns, or 

millionths of a meter, across the galaxy. Distance calculations are limited but by computer 

capability. Humans do not yet have one capable of performing these calculations to the required 

quantity of digits at the necessary speed. We will show you at the appropriate moment ad place, 

how this works if not how to build the computer device of such parameters. This is how we 

calculate when to stop. 

 

Once the magnets and magnetism are re-initiated in reverse to slow the vessel, it returns to a 

stopped position in approximately the same interval required to reach galaxy crossing pace.  You 

would consider this on Earth to be one or two hours to reach any spot from any place in the 

galaxy and just a few seconds to begin & stop the journey, but time of and on Earth does not 



apply away from your planet, so we Canopans do not perceive time of travel as you might, it 

might be seen much shorter to us, compared to you. We have not taken a human to home with a 

time measurement device of Earth, so we cannot say what the feel or perception is. We are not 

human. The galaxy is crossed in a similar interval, we should add.  

 

Once we have entered our normal dimensionality, movement of the ship is achieved again by 

magnetic means, but navigation is more typically done the way humans might do it, by observing 

a destination, calculating position for & upon arrival there, to then use magnetic and gravitational 

differentials or tension between the various objects at and between origin and destination. 

Humans have named this impulse drive, however impulsion and propulsion are not what operate 

inter- and interplanetary movement. 

 

Our craft, which can hover, descend, rise and move in any direction inside your atmosphere at 

speeds you cannot imagine, and achieve this with gravity neutralization inside them, to eliminate 

this factor or force, using external push & pull to change location. Your Earth's magnetic field 

and the ship are used to oppose one another. 

 

Moving like magnetic poles together, positive to positive for example, will cause the magnets to 

repel. Adding atmospheric resistance caused by air, is considered in the calculation and 

overcome easily. The shape of the vessel and other sound cancelling techniques are used to 

eliminate a sonic boom or detectable wake. 

 

More questions we expect you shall have, to this rudimentary explanation of our vessels' systems 

and devices for movement." 

 

 


